$10 per T A S T I N G

CHOOSE ANY 6 NEAT SPIRITS TO SAMPLE

LIGHT SPIRITS

FLAVORED

PLATINUM WHITE RUM
The foundation of all of our rums. This white spirit is copper pot distilled to
be smooth, subtly sweet and slightly earthy. (80 proof)

WHISKEY GIRL PEACH ($28.95)
An orchard of homegrown goodness, this lightly sweet fruit-based whiskey
is infused with Carolina fuzzy peach flavor. (70 proof)

AERMOOR VODKA
Distilled 49x from molasses, we proof our vodka with water pulled straight
from Hilton Head Island’s low-lying mists. Extraordinarily smooth with
subtle hints of vanilla and tropical fruit. (80 proof)
JōCASSEE GIN
Pot distilled with a subtle juniper core, this stunning gin marries a trinity of
citrus fruits with elegant honeysuckle and magnolia blossoms. (84 proof)

AGED SPIRITS
DARK 23 ($35.95)
This bourbon-esque style rum is barrel-aged in spent port wine casks using
our very own Solera aging method. Characterized by notes of toasted oak,
light smoke, and spice with a hint of sweetness. (80 proof)

DISTILLER’S COLLECTION
Our experimental line is inspired by the inner workings of our Executive
Distiller. Sometimes crazy, sometimes classic, the Distiller’s Collection is
perfect for anyone willing to step outside of the box with their spirits.

WHISKEY GIRL BUTTERSCOTCH ($28.95)
Smooth and decadent, handcrafted whiskey infused with butterscotch.
Sweet and buttery. (70 proof)
WHISKEY GIRL HONEYSUCKLE ($28.95)
Slightly floral and earthy, the world’s only honeysuckle whiskey celebrates
tasting it’s sweet nectar. (70 proof)
WHISKEY GIRL APPLE & MAPLE
A delicate blend of fresh apple flavor with hints of rich maple and lime.
Delicious and flavorful, but not too sweet. (70 proof)
TOASTED COCONUT RUM ($33.95)
Our Platinum white rum infused with fresh toasted coconut flavor recalls
savory macaroons, pastries and the tropics. (70 proof)
MOUNTAIN PEAK ESPRESSO RUM ($33.95)
signature white rum. The bright, bold espresso flavor and subtle creamy,
BANANAS FOSTER RUM ($33.95)
This banana forward rum celebrates the famous dessert
and brings forth notes of caramelized banana and vanilla ice cream
with notes of brown sugar and cinnamon. (70 proof)
SPICED RUM ($33.95)
This spiced rum is handcrafted using our custom 6-spice blend. Characterized
by notes of vanilla and warm Caribbean spices. (70 proof)

